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Answer the following questions

Question 1

a) Complete each of the following:

i) The substitution used to evaluate the integral

ii)

iii)

ivy

v)

I ~ dx is or .
x2v4+x2

The method of evaluating the integral I v~8-X-_-X-=2 dx is .

The method of evaluating the integral I -f---- dx is .
e"X-l

If I ef(X)sech x tanh x dx = ef(x) + c, then I(x) = .
Il~xdX= .

I .Jl+
tl:::OSX dx = .vi)

b) Evaluate each of the following:

f X2 + 2x
i) (1_ X2)3/2 dx ii) f In(x2 + 1) dx

Question 2

a) Evaluate each of the following

y
c) Find the volume of the solid generated .

...
" ".

by revolving the shaded area about the x - axis.

~"""1"'----- x

{

ln x"
I(x) = Xl I

x8 sinx,

Urn (f;Z sinh-1..;t dt)
X-)O l-cosx

i) L:/(X) dx I where x>1
x$;1

yii) 1

.r=- y = f et2 dt
x

b) Find the area of the shaded region

..•.•t-- ..•x

c) The equation S = 2n Ion h(x).J 1 + cos- X e2 sinx dx, represents the area ofthe surface generated
by rotating an arc passing through the point (0,2).
Using this equation, complete each of the following:

i) The equation of the arc is. y = , $; x $; .
ii) If the axis of rotation is the y-axis, then hex) = .
iii) If the axis of rotation is the x - axis, then hex) = .
ivy If hex) = x + 1, then the axis of rotation is .
v) The given equation gives value of the length of the arc if we let hex) = .



aestion 3 [34 Marks]

~d the equation of bisectors and the angle between the pair of lines: X2 _ y2 = Q.

b) Find the equation of parabola whose.focus is (0, 0) and its directrix is: x-+- y - 3 = O. Sketch

. the parabola and find its main axis.

c) Identify the conic curve: X2 - 2xy + y2 + 6x + 6y - 9 = O.

d) An architect designs two houses that are shaped and

positioned like a part of the branches of hyperbola whose

equation is 625y2 - 400x2 = 250000. How far apart are the

houses at their closest point? Find also, the asymptotes of the hyperbola.

Question 4 [31 Marks]

a) Find the eccentricity of the conic section whose parametric equation is: x = 2 +3cost and

y = 3+ 2 sin t .0 f,

b) In Fig. 2, AB represent the major axis of the ellipse where B A

A(lO, 4),B(2, 4) and FIF2 represent the diameter of the

circle where FI and F2 are the two foci of the ellipse. Find the

equations of the circle and the ellipse if: (area of the circle) = ~ (area of the ellipse)

(x - x ) 2 (y _ Y ) 2

[Remember that the area of the ellipse 2 0 + 2 0 = 1 is 1'( ab] .
a b

c) Find the equation of the perpendicular bisecting plane to the line segment AB where,

A(2, 2, 2), B(-2, -2, -2). Find also the equation of the line AB.
(1.0,4;i4 UA 4 t.jil1!~411~' ~ <sJ~' <S~, a.JJ\a...y.jlh..)

d) Find the equation of sphere whose center is (1, 3, 5) and touches the xy-plane. Find the points

of intersection of the sphere with z-axis.
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